
ROOM TONES USA - STEREO - DATA SHEET

FILENAME DESCRIPTION
3DS04 0001 Storage Area Hum Loud Consistent V1 2.0.wav Loud and consistent hum originating from florescent light tubes in storage area. Occasional thumps and clicks.

3DS04 0002 Storage Area Hum Loud Consistent V2 2.0.wav Loud and consistent hum originating from florescent light tubes in storage area. Less low frequency than V1. Occasional thumps and 
clicks.

3DS04 0003 Hallway Neon Hum Consistent V1 2.0.wav Constant hum originating from neon lights in long narrow hallway. Occasional thumps and clicks.

3DS04 0004 Hallway Neon Hum Consistent V2 2.0.wav Constant hum originating from neon lights in long narrow hallway. Less low frequency than V1. Occasional thumps and clicks.

3DS04 0005 Hallway Neon Hum Consistent V3 2.0.wav Constant hum originating from neon lights in long narrow hallway. Distant Perspective. Occasional thumps and clicks.

3DS04 0006 Warehouse Hum Consistent V1 2.0.wav Constant hum originating from florescent tubes in a warehouse.

3DS04 0007 Warehouse Hum Consistent V2 2.0.wav Constant hum originating from florescent tubes in a warehouse. Less low frequency than V1.

3DS04 0008 Medium Room Heater Quiet Hiss 2.0.wav Constant quiet hum from electric heating element in medium sized room. Hiss from air handling unit. Occasional thumps, clicks, and 
very distant traffic.

3DS04 0009 Heater Hum Clicking 2.0.wav Loud and consistent hum originating from old heating system. Clicks and thumps from heater present throughout. Occasional road 
and air traffic.

3DS04 0010 Medium Room Heater Hum Clicking Tapping 2.0.wav Clicks and taps from electric heating element with hum throughout in a medium sized room. Occasional thumps and very distant 
traffic.

3DS04 0011 Room Quiet Hum Deep Thrumming 2.0.wav Consistent low frequency hum thrumming in a quiet room. Occasional thumps, clicks, and very distant traffic.

3DS04 0012 Room Quiet Hum Deep Fluttering 2.0.wav Consistently fluttering and powerful low frequency hum in a quiet room. Occasional thumps, clicks, and very distant traffic.

3DS04 0013 Room Large Hum Deep Throbbing 2.0.wav Constantly throbbing low frequency sound in a large reverberant room. Occasional thumps, clicks, and distant traffic.

3DS04 0014 Warehouse Medium Quiet V1 2.0.wav Quiet medium sized warehouse. Clicking, tapping and subtle movement in background throughout. Distant road noise and air traffic 
audible at times.

3DS04 0015 Warehouse Medium Quiet V2 2.0.wav Quiet medium sized warehouse with HVAC systems audible in foreground. Clicking, tapping and subtle movement in background 
throughout. Distant road noise and air traffic audible at times.
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3DS04 0016 Sunroom Hum Distant Traffic 2.0.wav Medium sized tile and glass room during daytime, very reverberant. Distant road noise and electrical hum audible throughout.

3DS04 0017 Screened Porch Traffic 2.0.wav Traffic and activity audible through screened porch in medium sized city. Occasional drips from gutter as well as clicks and thumps 
throughout.

3DS04 0018 Basement Tiled 2.0.wav Tiled basement room with sound of mechanical room nearby. Distant road noise audible at times, occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0019 Living Room Wood 2.0.wav Wood floored living room with high ceilings. Distant road noise and air traffic audible at times, occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0020 Bedroom Quiet 2.0.wav Quiet carpeted bedroom. Distant road noise audible at times, occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0021 Closet Small Quiet 2.0.wav Small and quiet carpeted closet. Distant road noise audible at times, occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0022 Bathroom Quiet 2.0.wav Quiet tiled bathroom with distant road noise audible at times, occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0023 Apartment Small Upstairs Neighbors V1 2.0.wav Small apartment with faint audible activity from upstairs neighbors. Footsteps, distant voices, and occasional distant traffic.

3DS04 0024 Apartment Small Upstairs Neighbors V2 2.0.wav Small apartment with audible activity from upstairs neighbors. Footsteps, distant voices, unintelligible television, and occasional 
distant traffic. Taps and knocks throughout.

3DS04 0025 Room Medium Rain Drops Gutter 2.0.wav Gutter provides tonal clicks and clanks with large rain drops hitting it, recorded inside medium sized room.

3DS04 0026 Bathroom Tiled Rain Drops 2.0.wav Very small rain drops fall rapidly against a glass window in a tiled bathroom creating a hiss. As they collect into larger drops they fall 
to hit plastic siding creating a thunk. Occasional distant traffic at times.

3DS04 0027 Room Large Rain Roof Gutters 2.0.wav Rain falls onto roof and gutters creating thunks and clicks, as well as a whirring sound. Recorded in large quiet room. Distant road 
noise audible at times and occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0028 Kitchen Rain Window 2.0.wav Rain falls constantly on kitchen windows and gutters. Appliance noise and high-pitched electrical whine in background. Distant road 
noise audible at times and occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0029 Room Large Rain Gentle Drone 2.0.wav Gentle rain falls on roof and gutters in a large quiet room with a low frequency droning. Appliance noise in background. Distant road 
noise audible at times and occasional clicks and thumps.

3DS04 0030 Kitchen Refrigerator Rain Roof Gutters 2.0.wav Rain falls faintly and consistently onto roof and gutters. Refrigerator present in foreground. Distant road noise audible at times and 
occasional clicks and thumps.
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3DS04 0031 Room Rain Whirring Roof Gutters 2.0.wav Medium sized rain drops falling on gutters and roof at a rapid pace to create a whirring tone. Appliance noise in background. Distant 

road noise audible at times and occasional clicks and thumps.
3DS04 0032 Garage Rain Gutters Wind 2.0.wav Rain falls to create tonal drops on gutter while wind blows consistently resulting in low frequency droning. Recorded in cement 

floored garage. Distant road noise audible at times and occasional birds, clicks, and thumps.
3DS04 0033 City Apartment Night Calm 2.0.wav Downtown city apartment at night. Traffic, HVAC systems, building activity and ticking clock audible. Occasional clicks and thumps 

throughout.
3DS04 0034 City Apartment Droning 2.0.wav Downtown city apartment. Droning of construction equipment throughout. Traffic, HVAC systems, building activity and ticking clock 

audible. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout.
3DS04 0035 City Apartment Construction Traffic V1 2.0.wav Downtown city apartment. Construction, traffic, HVAC systems, building activity and ticking clock audible. Occasional clicks and 

thumps throughout.
3DS04 0036 City Apartment Construction Traffic V2 2.0.wav Downtown city apartment. Construction, traffic, HVAC systems, building activity and ticking clock audible. More low frequency rumble 

than V1. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout.
3DS04 0037 Cafe Empty Rain V1 2.0.wav An empty cafe with the hum of a refrigerator, occasional car passes audible throughout. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. 

Sparse air traffic.
3DS04 0038 Cafe Empty Rain V2 2.0.wav An empty cafe with occasional car passes audible throughout. Appliance hum less audible than V1, rain is heavier. Occasional clicks 

and thumps throughout. Sparse air traffic.
3DS04 0039 Office Medium 2.0.wav Medium sized office space in an old building with HVAC sound, computers, and traffic throughout. No workers present. Occasional 

drips from gutters. Sparse air traffic. Clicks and thumps throughout.
3DS04 0040 Office Medium Fan 2.0.wav Medium sized office space in an old building loud fan sound, computers, and traffic throughout. No workers present. Occasional drips 

from gutters. Sparse air traffic. Clicks and thumps throughout.
3DS04 0041 Office Hard Drives Computers 2.0.wav Loud humming, whirring, and clicking of hard drives and computer towers in a machine room. Clicks and thumps throughout, sparse 

road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0042 Office Large Computer Hum 2.0.wav Large office space with many computers whirring and humming, no workers present. Clock ticking audible throughout. Sparse road 

noise and air traffic. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout.
3DS04 0043 Water Treatment Room 2.0.wav Ticking, whirring, rattling, hissing and humming of water treatment room.

3DS04 0044 Mechanical Boiler Room Heating Flame 2.0.wav Large flame burner heating apartment complex. Sparse road noise and air traffic. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout.

3DS04 0045 Mechanical Boiler Room V1 2.0.wav Large water boiler heating water for apartment complex. Recorded at a distance. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse 
road noise and air traffic.
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3DS04 0046 Mechanical Boiler Room V2 2.0.wav Large water boiler heating water for apartment complex. Recorded at a moderate distance. Occasional clicks and thumps 

throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0047 Mechanical Boiler Room V3 2.0.wav Large water boiler heating water for apartment complex. Recorded closely. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road 

noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0048 Mechanical Boiler Room Small 2.0.wav Small water boiler heating water for house. Boiler runs through various cycles. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road 

noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0049 Public Bathroom Large Ventilation 2.0.wav Large public restroom with ventilation fan and dripping water throughout.

3DS04 0050 Public Bathroom Small Ventilation V1 2.0.wav Small public restroom with ventilation fan and dripping water throughout.

3DS04 0051 Public Bathroom Small Ventilation V2 2.0.wav Small public restroom with ventilation fan and dripping water throughout. Different fan than V1.

3DS04 0052 Small Tiled Bathroom Small Heater 2.0.wav Small heater in a small tiled bathroom. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0053 Bathroom Large Heater 2.0.wav Large heater in a medium sized bathroom. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0054 Bathroom Ventilation Fan V1 2.0.wav Ventilation fan in medium bathroom. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0055 Bathroom Ventilation Fan V2 2.0.wav Ventilation fan in small bathroom. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0056 Bathroom Small Apartment Shower V1 2.0.wav Shower running and occupied in small apartment bathroom. Thumps and clicks from movement throughout. Sparse road noise and 
air traffic.

3DS04 0057 Bathroom Small Apartment Shower V2 2.0.wav Shower running and occupied in small apartment bathroom. Recorded from a distant perspective. Thumps and clicks from 
movement and appliance hum throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0058 Bathroom Running Water Distant V1 2.0.wav Distant sound of running water in a bathroom through walls. Clicks and thumps throughout, sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0059 Bathroom Running Water Distant V2 2.0.wav Distant sound of running water in a bathroom through walls. Closer perspective than V1. Clicks and thumps throughout, sparse road 
noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0060 Office Hallway Rattling HVAC V1 2.0.wav A large HVAC system hums, rattles, and drones in a large office building hallway. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse 
road noise and air traffic.
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3DS04 0061 Office Hallway Rattling HVAC V2 2.0.wav A large HVAC system hums, rattles, and drones in a large office building hallway. Less rattle than V1. Occasional clicks and thumps 

throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0062 Office Hallway Rattling HVAC V3 2.0.wav A large HVAC system hums and drones in a large office building hallway. Very Rhythmic deep humming. More hum than previous 

versions. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0063 Industrial Workshop Ventilation 2.0.wav Large industrial workshop with ventilation system running. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air 

traffic.
3DS04 0064 Industrial Workshop Machinery V1 2.0.wav Machinery and ventilation in large empty workshop. Recorded at a moderate distance. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. 

Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0065 Industrial Workshop Machinery V2 2.0.wav Machinery and ventilation in large empty workshop. Recorded at a close distance. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse 

road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0066 Commercial Kitchen Hum V1 2.0.wav Large commercial kitchen with refrigeration, ventilation systems, clocks, and other squeaks from metal components. Occasional 

clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0067 Commercial Kitchen Hum V2 2.0.wav Large commercial kitchen with refrigeration, ventilation systems, clocks, and other squeaks from metal components. More appliance 

noise than V1. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0068 Cafeteria Appliances Hum V1 2.0.wav Large cafeteria with appliance humming. Recorded as far from appliances as possible. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. 

Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0069 Cafeteria Appliances Hum V2 2.0.wav Large cafeteria with appliance humming and hissing. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0070 Cafeteria Appliances Hum V3 2.0.wav Large cafeteria with appliance humming and hissing. Recorded close to appliances. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. 
Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0071 Cafeteria Appliances Hum V4 2.0.wav Medium sized cafeteria with appliance humming and hissing. Recorded close to appliances. Occasional clicks and thumps 
throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0072 Commercial Walk In Refrigerator 2.0.wav Inside a commercial walk-in refrigerator in a commercial kitchen. Whirring, hissing, humming, and rattling throughout.

3DS04 0073 Kitchen Old Appliances V1 2.0.wav An old kitchen featuring appliances from the 1970’s. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0074 Kitchen Old Appliances V2 2.0.wav An old kitchen featuring appliances from the 1970’s. Buzzing from florescent lights. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. 
Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0075 Kitchen New Refrigerator V1 2.0.wav A new kitchen featuring a refrigerator prominently. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
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3DS04 0076 Kitchen New Refrigerator V2 2.0.wav A new kitchen featuring a refrigerator prominently. Closer perspective than V1. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse 

road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0077 Large Warehouse Catwalk Industrial Radiator 2.0.wav An industrial radiator whirring, humming, and buzzing from the perspective of an elevated cat walk in a large warehouse space. 

Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0078 Large Warehouse Industrial Radiator V1 2.0.wav An industrial radiator whirring, humming, and buzzing in a large warehouse space. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse 

road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0079 Large Warehouse Industrial Radiator V2 2.0.wav An industrial radiator whirring, humming, and buzzing in a large warehouse space. Closer perspective than V1. Occasional clicks and 

thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0080 Large Warehouse Industrial Radiator V3 2.0.wav An industrial radiator whirring, humming, and buzzing in a large warehouse space. Close perspective. Occasional clicks and thumps 

throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
3DS04 0081 Car Interior Sedan Garage Off 2.0.wav Interior of a sedan while off and parked in quiet garage. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0082 Car Interior Sedan Quiet Driveway Idle 2.0.wav Interior of a 6 cylinder sedan while idling and parked in a quiet driveway. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise 
and air traffic.

3DS04 0083 Car Interior SUV Quiet Driveway Idle 2.0.wav Interior of a 8 cylinder SUV while idling and parked in a quiet driveway. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise 
and air traffic.

3DS04 0084 Car Interior SUV City Side Street Off 2.0.wav Interior of a SUV while off and parked on a city side street. City ambience and construction audible throughout. Occasional clicks and 
thumps throughout.

3DS04 0085 Car Interior Driving V1 2.0.wav Modern car interior while traveling at a constant rate of 35 miles/hour or 56 km/hour. Occasional rattling, clicks, thumps throughout.

3DS04 0086 Car Interior Driving V2 2.0.wav Modern car interior while traveling at a constant rate of 55 miles/hour or 88 km/hour. Occasional rattling, clicks, thumps throughout.

3DS04 0087 Car Interior Driving Windows Open 2.0.wav Modern car interior while traveling at a constant rate of 55 miles/hour or 88 km/hour with the windows rolled down. Car passes 
throughout as well as occasional rattling, clicks, and thumps.

3DS04 0088 Home Heating Pipes 2.0.wav Rhythmic creaking, thumping, and tapping of pipes in a home as they heat up. Road noise and air traffic at times.

3DS04 0089 Home Heating Pipes Loud 2.0.wav Chaotic and loud creaking, thumping, and tapping of pipes in a home as they heat up. Road noise and air traffic at times.

3DS04 0090 Laundry Room Dryer Rattle V1 2.0.wav Clothes rattle in dryer as they tumble. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.
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3DS04 0091 Laundry Room Dryer Rattle V2 2.0.wav Clothes rattle in old model washer and dryer as they tumble and turn. Occasional clicks and thumps throughout. Sparse road noise 

and air traffic.
3DS04 0092 Fireplace Fire Crackling 2.0.wav Fire crackles in a medium sized fireplace. Clicks and thumps throughout, sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0093 Fireplace Fire Burning Popping 2.0.wav Fire burning and popping in medium sized fireplace. Clicks and thumps throughout, sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0094 Fireplace Fire Burning Large 2.0.wav Large fire burning in a fireplace. Crackles, pops, and thumps from burning wood throughout. Sparse road noise and air traffic.

3DS04 0095 Underground Bunker Rumble Roar 2.0.wav Large underground bunker with echoes, rumbles, and roaring of distant road and air traffic. Constantly changing.

3DS04 0096 Underground Bunker Droning Quiet 2.0.wav Large underground bunker with distant activity, and loud overhead propeller plane pass. Quiet resumes after airplane with echoes of 
distant activity and voices.

3DS04 0097 Underground Bunker Dripping Echoes 2.0.wav Large underground bunker with distant road and air traffic, drops of water land in puddles throughout.
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